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DEAN’S REPORT

The current year has had much of promise and also some disappointments. Student activities have been managed very well by the Student Board of Governors, and the Law Review has been better than ever. Increasingly the latter has been receiving the support of Michigan lawyers and judges, and the entire student body will benefit from the favorable impression this creates.

Although the campaign for alumni assistance to the law school building program has hardly gone into high gear, the results have been quite encouraging. This summer we will be reviewing the plans of other law school buildings erected in the past decade. These have been collected by a special committee of the Association of American Law Schools as an aid to those schools whose plans are still in the formative stage. With these plans as a guide, together with visits to the schools whose buildings would be most likely to help crystallize our own thinking, we can hope to benefit by the experience of others. Of course, if we are not infallible (and we certainly do not claim to be), we will still manage to make mistakes. This, in fact, is the lesson which all of the schools have learned the hard way.

The placement program is becoming more accurately established. It has been embarrassing, as well as gratifying, to be unable to find applicants for all the positions offered. We hope it continues that way since it indicates that our Seniors’ placement problems are being solved.

The legislative curtailments on university budgets have been discussed in the press and over radio and television. There is little to add. The law school will have to curtail some activities and postpone some hopes. But our principal hope remains unshaken, and that is our confident hope that the law school program shall continue to grow in quality and comprehensiveness over the next decade.

We were happy to see so many alumni at the Law Alumni Day, and look forward to seeing more of you next year.

Cover
The emphasis in this issue of the Journal is placed upon the events and activities of the law school during the past year. One of the principle events of the year was the first Annual Alumni Homecoming celebration at McGregor Memorial. The front cover displays a gathering of law school alumni in the lobby of the Memorial building which typifies the atmosphere which surrounded the Law Alumnae Day festivities.
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Law Day Luncheon

Justice Cavanaugh, Michigan Supreme Court; President Hilberry; Dean Neel; and Justice Schaeler, Illinois Supreme Court.

Justice Dethmers, Michigan Supreme Court; Governor Burdick; Eugene Driker, Editor-in-Chief of the Wayne Law Review; and Professor Stichtche.

Professor Charles R. Quick; Dean Noel, standing; Circuit Judge George E. Bowles; Francis A. Jones, III; Ernest Wunsch.

Students Honored at Law Night

By Eugene Labelle

An address by the Honourable Walter V. Schafer, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Illinois, and awards to students for distinguished scholastic achievement and extra-curricular activity highlighted the concluding ceremonies of the annual Law Day celebration April 28, at the Community Arts Auditorium.

Speaking to the student body particularly, the noted jurist described today's graduating attorneys as being far better equipped to discharge their technical abilities and called upon them to seek the best system of law possible.

"As lawyers you won't get rich and you'll find that your best efforts are not produced in your search for money. Your courage in the face of hardship, and your painstaking work offer a greater reward which only a few of us are privileged to receive. That reward is service.

"We are told that all men are created equal. Each of us knows how far short we fall of that ideal. As lawyers we must insist on the rights of individuals and develop a higher degree of sensitivity for righting injustices," he said.

Mr. Justice Schafer concluded his address with an appeal to the friends and families of the student body to transcend public apathy and join in the fight for the minds of the men and women who are imprisoned behind the Iron Curtain.

"As citizens we must demand morality in public office and thereby demonstrate to the peoples of this bi-polar world that the foundation of any government is based on equal justice and not respectively, and automobiles," he said.

Dean Arthur Neef who presented the student awards, was also honored. He was presented a photographic portrait of himself which will be hung in the Law School in honor of his twenty-fifth anniversary as dean.

Winners of bronze keys for distinguished scholarship were Thaddeus A. Bohlen; George C. Hill, Jr.; Malcolm E. Levering; Joe A. Lutz; Frank B. Vecchio; and, Jimmy R. Whelley.

Silver keys were awarded to Allan Bloom; Allan S. Kalt; Vivian E. Lynch; John J. Muskal; James N. O'Connor; and Stuart S. Opowsky.

Seniors receiving gold keys were Robert A. Benson; Eugene Driker; Allen J. Kovinsky; Donald R. Lackey; Fred Morganroth; William E. Peters; and, George Richards.

(Concluded on p. 11)
LAW ALUMNI DAY - PICTORIAL

Coffee Hour in the Student Lounge

Here Dean Neef and Richard Senter exchange words between sips of coffee.

Sheldon Lutz, Professor Benjamin Carlin and Bill Ellerman.

George Koop, Jr., Kenneth Harrison, Stephen Lundy, Professor Carl Weichsel.

Professor Solomon Bienenfeld, Wallace Kinzer, Claude Petrillos, Marshall Fogelman, Carroll Little, Sheridan Holman, Jesse Eppelten.

Arthur W. Lang and Ernest Wunsch examine a copy of the Wayne Law Review.

Panel Discussion

NEGLIGENCE...

MICHIGAN PROCEDURAL REVISION...
Left to right: Professor Richard Miller, LeRoy Vanderveer, Ernest Wunsch, President of the Michigan Bar Association, and Professor Robert E. Chi lds.

PROCEDURE IN THE TAX COURT...
Left to right: Bernard H. Zaffern of the Internal Revenue Department, Professor Donald H. Gordon, and Harold Nowack.

The pictures below represent scenes from the panel discussion rooms.
Luncheon at McGregor

Seated left to right: Governor Benjamin Burdick, President of the Alumni Association; Dean Arthur Neef, and Professor Boaz Siegel, Secretary-Treasurer. Standing left to right: Circuit Judge John M. Wise, past President of the Association; Floyd Westcott, William J. Weinstein, and Leroy Vanderveer.


Seated, left to right: Professor Douglas Boshkoff, E. S. Holman, '43; Carl Skog, '44; and Irving Kroll, '48. Standing, left to right: John J. Haughton, '41; John E. S. Scott, '41; Eugene Drinker, '41; Francis A. Jones, III, '61. Clockwise: Donald Goodman, '56; Mary N. Kals, '47; Eugene Kresicky, '46; Allen Bloom, '41; Barry Brandt, '48; Joseph Reeder, '37; John Driscoll, '54; Edward Barry, '54.

SUMMARY OF LAW ALUMNI DAY ACTIVITIES

The Wayne Law Alumni Association departed from its traditional annual banquet this year, and instead, held its first annual Homecoming Celebration, here at the University, on April 29.

The celebration was commenced at 9:30 a.m., with a coffee hour in the student lounge of the Law School building. Guided tours of the expanding campus were made available to those interested. This was followed by panel discussions on Michigan Procedural Reform, Trial Technique in Personal Injury Cases, and Processing a Case Through The Internal Revenue Service. The program was climax with a luncheon at the McGregor Memorial Building.

Law Night (Concluded from p. 7)

The Lawyers Title Award went to Eugene Drinker and Donald R. Lackey. The United States Law Week Award went to Frederick A. Lake.

Wayne State University Graduate and Professional Scholarships went to Allan Bloom; Eugene Drinker; Edward D. Goodich; Henry V. Gauthier; Allan S. Karl; Allen J. Kostinsky; Vivian E. Lynch; Robert M. Major; Fred Morganroth; John R. Murphy; William E. Peet; and, Frank R. Vecchi.

Winners of the Clarence M. Burton Memorial Scholarships were Allan Bloom; Eugene Drinker; Fred Morganroth; Gary A. Taback; and, William E. Peet. Law Society Awards for winning the annual Mock Court competition were given to Francis A. Jones, III; Larry D. Fowler; and, Frederick A. Lake. The losing team included John E. S. Scott, and Hal W. Ziegler. The presiding judges for the award were the Honorable Walter V. Schaefer, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Illinois, The Honorable John R. Derhmers, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Michigan, and Ernest G. Wunsch, Esq., President of the State Bar of Michigan.

The Charles Ingerson Guise Award (1959-60) went to Nathan Greene. The Arthur F. Lederle Scholarship (1960-61) went to Thomas C. Van Marnen.

Professor Richard S. Miller awarded plaques to the editors and staff of the Wayne Law Review. Professor Donald H. Gordon awarded plaques to members of the Student Board of Governors.

Professor Douglas G. Boshkoff asked the members of the Mock Court Board to stand. Professor Richard Strichartz introduced the members of the Law Journal staff.

At the conclusion of the presentation of awards Associate Dean John E. Glavin invited the honored guests to a reception in the Alumni Lounge.
Justice Black... Guest Lecturer
By Richard Rohula

He emphasized the human element in judges and stressed the importance of knowing the judge who will try the case. Judges, like other people, are products of their environment. A lawyer will have gained an invaluable advantage if he is able to understand the characteristics of the particular judge assigned to his case. This same principle is also true on the appellate level. The mere fact that no jury is present does not mean that the appellate court will not be impressed by a persuasive argument.

Justice Black also emphasized the importance of promptness and hard work as requisites for success in the law profession. His advice is that a lawyer should never take a case unless he is prepared to follow through with it completely. Even if extra time is taken in added inquiry before accepting the case, it will be well spent in the long run. Avoid asking for a continuance, Justice Black said, for it indicates both to your opponents, and to the judge, that you are unprepared and it may have indirect effects on the outcome of your case.

It is always good practice in negligence cases to prepare and file your declaration first, before starting to negotiate with the defendant or his counsel, Justice Black said. Mere negotiation, without beginning suit, may encourage the defendant to stall for time, which may permit the statute of limitations to expire, or for key witnesses to disappear from the court’s jurisdiction. The best time for negotiation is during the period between the filing of your declaration, and the time of the trial.

Justice Black emphasized his strong belief in the jury system. In this regard, he also stressed the importance of lawyers to fully inform the jury of the facts. Time spent in searching for new or additional facts may prove to be more decisive than detailed legal research. It is also helpful if the attorney can present more demonstrative evidence to the jury such as witnesses, documents, charts, and pictures. The old saying that one picture is worth a thousand words applies equally well in the court room.

The lecture was concluded by some recommendations by Justice Black as to possible reforms that could improve the Michigan Supreme Court. His chief suggestion was for non-partisan nominations as well as non-partisan elections. An interesting question and answer period followed.

Phi Alpha Delta

To many persons at the Law School the mere absence of case law and statutes is an incomplete legal education. These individuals believe that a lawyer should possess a well-rounded social background. The Wayne chapter of Phi Alpha Delta fraternity provides a source of social contact and fellowship. This fraternity chapter is composed primarily of night students. Regular meetings are held throughout the school year where members have the privilege of hearing speakers invited to express their ideas on various subjects.

Phi Alpha Delta has the greatest number of chapters of all the legal fraternities in the nation. The national organization provides members with numerous benefits including a life insurance program and a loan fund. A placement service is also operated to assist students in locating employment in the profession.

All told, Phi Alpha Delta has added another successful year to a sparkling tradition.

Justice Black and Ernest Wunsch.

Activities

Student Board of Governors

By Francis A. Jones, III

If it can be said that success is best illustrated by achievement, the Student Board of Governors, the governing body of the Student Bar Association, exemplifies an extremely successful organization.

Early last fall the Board prepared and made available, a law school student directory complete with such valuable addresses as Helen Palagraf, Mobile Seymore Greer and Richard Harry Black, III.

Perhaps the most significant contributions of the year were in the area of placement and alumni relations. For the first time, the school, through the combined efforts of the Board, faculty and administration, has a full-time placement service. The placement program was implemented by the establishment of a Law School-Alumni Committee, designed to direct placement inquiries through the service.

One of the more laudatory programs initiated by the Board in the past few years is the student loan fund. Through this program, a revolving fund is made available for loans to students who require money for emergencies or to meet the pressing needs of books or other items necessary to a law school education.

The speaker's program was continued this year in which the Student Bar was offered the opportunity to hear about such matters as police administration, unauthorized practice of law, and electronic computers for legal research.

Another significant innovation this year was the joint cooperation with the Detroit Junior Bar Association in sponsoring two programs designed to inform Wayne undergraduates of the opportunities for careers in the legal profession. (See detailed article on Page Seventeen.)

Always an important project of the Board is the Annual Christmas Party, which this year, as in the past two years, was held at the Armenian Cultural Hall. In addition, this year a most successful Dinner-Dance was conducted at the Benson Inn.

These activities, as well as such others as the orientation program, Law Wives club, cooperation in Law Day and Alumni Day, and participation on the national level in projects of the American Law Student Association are, as the saying goes, sui generis when related to success.
Law Review Staff

The maintenance of its national reputation is the primary goal of the Wayne Law Review, now in its seventh year of publication. To this end the staff has provided an abundance of articles, notes, comments and book reviews over the course of the year.

Whereas in prior school years the Review limited itself to three editions, this year it has stepped up its output to four issues including the Annual Survey. The Annual Survey has become a very familiar issue to the Michigan practitioner.

Recent years have seen a great increase in the circulation of the Law Review. Among seventy-nine reviews in the nation, Wayne's occupies twenty-seventh position in circulation.

The staff has received an abundance of faculty supervision in the past year from Professors Quick, Strichartz, Miller and West.

The new officers of the Law Review for the year 1961-62 are as follows: Jimm R. Wheatley, Editor-in-Chief; Vivian Lynch, Articles & Survey Editor; Ronald E. Weston, Notes and Comments Editor; Henry Guastel, Note and Comment Editor; and Roger Bannock, Managing Editor.

Moot Court Board

Law Journal Staff

The Wayne State Law Journal is now in its ninth year of publication. It has steadfastly attempted to provide accurate reportage of school events and activities to a receptive student body and an interested alumni. In the year now drawing to a close, a renewed effort has been made by the staff to stimulate a special interest of alumni in Law School events.

As in preceding years the fall issue of the Journal was devoted primarily to general law school news as well as extending a welcome to entering freshmen. The December issue features photographs of graduating seniors, coupled with brief resumes of their respective educational careers. The June issue, as you can see, surveys the events of the past year with special emphasis placed on the activities surrounding Law Day, and Law Alumni Day.

For their sterling performance in the past year the Journal staff deserves the appreciation of the entire law school community.
Law Wives Invited to Membership
By Mrs. Robert A. Benson

The Wayne State Law Wives' Club was organized in 1960, under the auspices and guidance of the Student Board of Governors of the Wayne Law School. The Law Wives' Club serves a purpose in the law school, which can be of immense benefit to the members, to the married students, and the university. Since the influx of veterans after World War II and under the G.I. Bill, the married students, both undergraduates and professionals, have increased greatly in number and are commonplace on campus. Here at Wayne the majority of night law students, and a large number of day students are married. The Law Wives' Club is designed to help the wives and to help them better understand the student, the school, the law, the profession and, last but not least, to provide some friendly social life with women who have a common bond—a busy husband.

The purpose of the club is outlined in the constitution. The main purpose is to prepare wives for their husbands' problems. The primary source of this preparation is the speakers program. This year, Dean Noof spoke on the problems of the law student and what their wives could do to help. Associate Dean Glavin discussed Ethics for Lawyers' Wives. Judge and Mrs. Strout, both attorneys, spoke on the problems of the young lawyer starting in practice. In the future, more speakers will be provided to speak on topics which are pertinent and informative.

To be of service to the community, the club has prepared food baskets and layettes to be distributed by recognized social agencies here in Detroit. The Clubhouse University by serving at the Annual Law Day Convocation. The club gives a tea in October as a chance for fresher wives to get acquainted.

The social life of the club is varied. The main source of social activity is the monthly meeting. This gives the wives a chance to get together for a night out to talk—and even conduct some business. There is more, in the past there have been coonomic demonstrations and a between-semester tour of a local industry for both wives and husbands. Plans are being made for a fashion show next month, and a monthly newsletter, Interest groups with bridge, books and fashion started recently and should be in full swing by next year.

The Law Wives' Club is a young, growing and active organization. But to maintain this record, there is always a need for new members who want to participate in their husband's law school experience.

In the past the year the local chapter has sponsored events and programs which are of the greatest interest to persons in the legal community. It has brought to the view of the members many interesting speakers. It has sponsored a trip to the state capital where members could get a first-hand view of the state government in action. During the past year a revolving loan fund, long a feature of the fraternity, continued to provide students with a valuable service.

One can properly conclude that the events of the past year have been more than profitable for the membership of this fraternity.

The Law Review
By Eugene Drinker, Editor-in-Chief

As the school year draws to a close and the last issue of the Law Review is gone, it is appropriate to look back over the past year and the accomplishments of the Wayne Law Review. The most meaningful evaluation of the Review must be made in light of its progress over a period of years, and in comparison with other reviews. Unlike some law reviews which seem to have progressed remarkably well in the seven short years of existence. Over the years both the quality and quantity of the Review have been on the increase. The staff and the faculty advisory board have been increasing the amount of time on the Review program. Although significant aid is received from the law school administration and faculty, the Review has become an increasingly autonomous publication, resulting in the student editors having extremely important and responsible tasks to perform.

Among the notable changes during the past year has been the increase in frequency of publication from three to four issues annually, with a total yearly publication of over 600 pages. Certainly we do not have the temerity to contend that sheer size is indicative of quality, but we can point with a measure of pride to the extended coverage we are able to give to such items as the Survey of Michigan Law, lengthy lead articles and meritorious student work.

Of course, quantity must always remain secondary to quality. In keeping with this guiding principle, much emphasis has been placed on attaining the highest substantive level possible in all Review endeavors. The Annual Survey of Michigan Law again was the major accomplishment of our staff, and continued to gain in size, coverage and popularity. The remaining three issues contained a wide variety of leading articles ranging from an extensive exposition on the newly developing oil and gas law in Michigan to a highly amusing article on humorous wills. Greater stress was given to the student-written section of the Review. Writing requirements were increased and the student authors were encouraged to delve into topics heretofore not covered in our Review.

One aid to any publication in the acceptance it receives from its readers. The Review has met this test well—showing a continual gain in circulation amounting to an increase of over twenty-five percent in the past year alone. It is interesting to note that of the forty-four law schools which publish quarterly, only seven exceed the gain in our circulation of the Wayne Law Review.

But, what of the future? The Review intends to continue its dynamic development. The newly appointed Editorial Board, under the leadership of James R. Whaley, has already made ambitious plans for next year. Work on the Reviews for late 1962 or early 1963. And, of course, a full complement of articles, book reviews, comments, and case notes will be forthcoming.

It is unquestionable that the Law Review has had a significant effect on Wayne Law School. Along with its faculty and library, the reputation of a law school depends to a great extent on its law review. Educational advances cannot be made in an intellectual vacuum. It is our hope that the Review will continue to serve not only as a service to its readers, but as an integral part of the rapidly expanding academic program of the law school.
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